Introduction. Let 77 be a Hubert space and let D be a closed proper subspace of 77. Let 70 be a linear contraction on D to 77. The problem of characterizing the contractions on all of 77 which extend J0 is directly related to the extension problems for unbounded transformations posed and treated by M. G. Krein [2] and R. S. Phillips [3] . In §1 of this paper we establish the following solution of this problem: Let P be the orthogonal projection of 77 on D and Ji -JoP. The contractions on all of 77 which extend 70 are precisely the transformations of the form Ji + (I -JiJ*)ll2B, where B is any contraction which annihilates D. §2 is a short outline of the relationship of this result to the extension problem for dissipative transformations treated by Phillips in [3] and [4] . §3 contains some remarks concerning the case where Jo is symmetric and one asks for the selfadjoint contractions which extend Jo, which is essentially the situation treated by Krein [2] . In particular, we obtain the Krein extension of a symmetric contraction to a selfadjoint contraction by, we feel, a less elegant but more illuminating argument than Krein's original one. Proof of Lemma I. An attempt to prove Lemma I directly would lead to some difficulties, however, passing to the adjoint allows a trivial proof. We first show the sufficiency. Let B be a contraction annihilating D. Ji+TB is a contraction if Jf+B*T is a contraction (note that P is selfadjoint). Moreover, N(Ji) DP1 (the orthogonal complement of D in H) and N(B) DP, so R(J*) and R(B*) are orthogonal. Hence, since P* is a contraction and since || Tw\\ * = ||w\\ * -||/*îf||2 for w in H by (1.3), where || || is the norm in H, we have ||(7i* + B*T)w\\* = ||/JV||* + \\B*Tw\\2 Z \\j?w\\2 + ||r»||* = \\jt4* + Mls-|kNI2 = Ml' for w in H, and J*+B*T is a contraction. Conversely, if K annihilates D and Ji+K is a contraction, then R(J*) and R(K*) are orthogonal and J?+K* is a contraction, so we have (1.6) \\(J? + K*)i4* -11/1*4' + ||P*ra||s = NI* for win P. It follows from the first inequality of (2.2) that I-A is one-to-one and that R(I-A) is a closed subspace of 77 if A is a closed transformation, and from the inequality of the extreme members in (2.2) it follows that the transformation J0 defined by 4) is closed, P(/-^*) =H. We claim (2.6) 7f(/ -A*)u -P(7 + A*)u for « in P(4*).
In view of (2.5), the validity of (2 .6) the formulation of which involves completing a certain Hubert space in a new metric. We remark that Theorem I' may be applied directly to this more general problem, giving a new solution which does not involve any "completions."
3. The symmetric case. We adopt here the notations of §1. We now assume that Jo is symmetric, i.e., that (Ji+J*+TL+L*T)/2 is a selfadjoint contraction which extends J0; it Í3 the extension found by Krein [2] .
Remark. If IF is a bounded selfadjoint transformation on H and 
